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Principles of Broadband Switching & NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The past few decades have seen the merging of many computer and communication applications. Enabled by the advancement of optical fiber, wireless communication, and very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technologies, modern telecommunication networks can be regarded as one of the most important inventions of the past century.


	Before...
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Ad Hoc Mobile Wireless Networks: Principles, Protocols and ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2007
Ad Hoc Mobile Wireless Networks: Principles, Protocols, and Applications offers the latest techniques, solutions, and support regarding the design and performance of ad hoc wireless networks. This book presents the fundamentals of wireless networks, covering Bluetooth, IrDA, HomeRF, WiFi, WiMax, wireless Internet, and Mobile IP. Each chapter...
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CompTIA Network+ N10-006 Cert GuidePearson Education, 2015

	This approved study guide helps you master topics on the CompTIA Network+ N10-006 exam, including the following:

	
		
			 Computer network fundamentals

	
	
		
			The OSI model and TCP/IP stack

	
	
		...
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Cisco LAN Switching FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
The essential guide for understanding Ethernet switched  networks

	
    Understand various Ethernet technologies from 10BASE-T to  Gigabit Ethernet

    
	
    Learn about common switching modes, paths, and architectures  

    
	
    ...
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CCNP Switching Study Guide (2nd Edition; Exam 640-604 with CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new Switching exam, 640-604. Written by Cisco internetworking experts who can help you master the skills and acquire the knowledge needed to approach the test with confidence, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam...
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Cisco multicast routing and switchingMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Another offering in the Cisco Technical Expert series, this book provides a  good introduction to IP multicasting and Cisco routers. The important protocols  for multicast service are covered in detail, including a discussion on the  Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) and the Cisco Group Management  Protocol (CGMP). Following...
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Network VirtualizationCisco Press, 2006
Share network resources and reduce costs while providing secure network services to diverse user communities

	
    Presents the business drivers for network virtualization and the major challenges facing network designers today

    
	
    Shows how to use...
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SIP: Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2003
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a new signaling, presence and instant
messaging protocol developed to set up, modify, and tear down multimedia sessions,
request and deliver presence and instant messages over the Internet [1].
This chapter covers some background for the understanding of the protocol. SIP
was developed by...
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Cisco Field Manual: Catalyst Switch ConfigurationCisco Press, 2002
A complete, concise reference for implementing the most important features of the Cisco Catalyst family of switches

* Review detailed and comparative configuration steps for features of the COS and Cisco IOS Software operating systems
* Understand basic system and operating system management
* Configure Ethernet, EtherChannel,...
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Interconnections: Bridges, Routers, Switches, and Internetworking Protocols (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
 Radia Perlman's Interconnections is recognized as a leading text on networking theory and practice.  It provides authoritative and comprehensive information on general networking concepts, routing algorithms and protocols, addressing, and the mechanics of bridges, routers, switches, and hubs.  This Second...
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CCDA Official Exam Certification Guide (Exam 640-863) (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
CCDA Official Exam Certification Guide, Third Edition, is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the topics for the DESGN exam. Senior networking consultants Anthony Bruno and Steve Jordan expertly cover the latest exam content, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve your knowledge of Cisco network...
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CCNP Switching Study Guide (Exam 640-504 with CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new Switching exam, 640-604. Written by Cisco internetworking experts who can help you master the skills and acquire the knowledge needed to approach the test with confidence, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam...
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